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Abstract
A method is developed for estimating model parameters, such as nondimensional stability and control
derivatives, by fitting transfer function or state-space models to empirical frequency response data using the
output-error approach. The frequency response data were computed using Fourier transforms of measured
input and output data. The control surfaces were excited with periodic multisine inputs which facilitated
time-efficient estimation of multiple-input multiple-output frequency responses. The method was applied to
lateral data from a nonlinear flight dynamics simulation of the F-16 aircraft, and to longitudinal data from
multiple repeated flight test maneuvers of the NASA T-2 subscale aircraft. Results using simulation data
showed the frequency response method compared well to other standard methods for parameter estimation.
In addition to including all the available inputs, outputs, and harmonic frequencies in the estimation, rel-
atively small subsets of the measured data could also be used to focus on identifying specific parts of the
model. Results from flight test data showed that parameter estimates and uncertainties determined from
repeated maneuvers were accurate and in statistical agreement with each other.
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Nomenclature
Roman
Aj multisine amplitude for the j
th input having uniform power spectrum
ak multisine amplitudes
ay, az lateral and vertical accelerometer output components, g
b wingspan, ft
Cl, Cm, Cn nondimensional aerodynamic moment coefficients
CY , CZ nondimensional aerodynamic force coefficients
c¯ wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft
cov(.) covariance operator
g acceleration due to gravity, ft/s2
H(jω) frequency response matrix
Hij(jω) frequency response from j
th input to ith output
h altitude, ft
I.. inertia components, slug-ft
2
= imaginary part
J cost function
j imaginary number, =
√−1
K set of all multisine harmonics
Kj subset of multisine harmonics for j
th input
k multisine harmonic number
L, M , N aerodynamic moment components, ft-lbf
M Fisher information matrix
Mj number of multisine harmonics for j
th input
m aircraft mass, slug
max(.) maximum value
min(.) minimum value
nu number of inputs
ny number of outputs
p, q, r body-axis angular rate components, rad/s
q¯ dynamic pressure, lbf/ft2
R residual covariance
< real part
rms(.) root mean square
S wing reference area, ft2
Sνν residual spectral density matrix
s Laplace variable
T multisine time duration, s
t time, s
u input
V true airspeed, ft/s
v output noise
vec{.} vectorization operator
w cost function weight for Bode phase
x, y, z body-fixed position coordinates, ft
Y , Z aerodynamic force components, lbf
y response output
z measured output fitting variable
‖.‖ magnitude
|.| absolute value or determinant
∠ angle
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Greek
α angle of attack, rad
β sideslip angle, rad
∆ perturbation value
δ control surface deflection, rad
θ model parameters
ν modeling residual
φk multisine phase angles, rad
φ, θ, ψ roll, pitch, and yaw Euler angles, rad
ω angular frequency, rad/s
Subscripts
0 reference value
a aileron
cm center of mass
e elevator
r rudder
ref reference location
s stabilator
t throttle
Superscripts
−1 inverse
T transpose
† complex conjugate transpose
˙ time derivative
ˆ estimate
Acronyms
CIFER Comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses
MIMO multiple input, multiple output
MISO multiple input, single output
RPF relative peak factor
SIDPAC System IDentification Programs for AirCraft
SIMO single input, multiple output
SISO single input, single output
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1 Introduction
Frequency responses are often used in the identification of aircraft flight dynamics models from measured
flight test data. One reason for the popularity of this method is that frequency responses are fundamental
tools that are intuitive for flight dynamicists and controls engineers. The traditional procedure for identifi-
cation includes the following general steps: (1) excite the aircraft using inputs such as frequency sweeps; (2)
estimate frequency responses using spectral analysis; and (3) identify parametric models by fitting Bode mag-
nitude and phase data. Enhancements of this procedure forming the basis for the software called CIFER R©
are discussed in reference [1], for example.
A different approach for identifying parametric models was introduced in reference [2] with further dis-
cussion in references [3–5]. Rather than fitting real-valued Bode magnitude and phase components of the
frequency response, the complex-valued frequency response was fitted directly. Formulation using a maxi-
mum likelihood estimator gave the approach a strong theoretical underpinning within a statistical framework,
whereas previous work had relied on analyst evaluation [6]. However, after applying different variations of
the maximum likelihood estimator to simulation and flight test data, reference [2] recommended that errors
in frequency response estimates (due to low input power at some frequencies and limitations of the numerical
tools of the time) made other variations of the estimator, such as fitting Fourier transforms of input-output
time histories, preferable for identification.
Recent improvements in flight test and data analysis techniques have warranted a reexamination of the
maximum likelihood approach presented in references [2–5] for identifying dynamic models from frequency
response data. First, orthogonal phase-optimized multisine inputs [5, 7, 8] were developed to efficiently
excite multiple-input systems at discrete harmonic frequencies for system identification. Second, frequency
transforms are now computed with high accuracy using a method based on the chirp z-transform and
cubic interpolation of sampled time-domain data [5, 9]. Third, simple methods using multisine inputs and
Fourier analysis have demonstrated accurate computation of frequency responses from measured flight test
data [5, 10].
The purpose of this report is to investigate a new procedure for identifying dynamic models from frequency
response data. The general steps in this process are: (1) excite the aircraft using multisine inputs; (2) compute
frequency responses using ratios of Fourier transforms; and (3) identify parametric models by fitting frequency
response data using a maximum likelihood estimator. The details for each of these three steps are developed
next in section 2. In section 3, a lateral maneuver using an F-16 nonlinear flight dynamics simulation was
used to demonstrate identification of SISO and MISO transfer function models, as well as identification of
SIMO and MIMO state-space models. In section 4, flight test results are presented for longitudinal models
identified from repeated maneuvers using the NASA T-2 subscale aircraft. Results are further discussed
and concluding remarks are given in section 5. Routines for the F-16 nonlinear simulation and system
identification are from the MATLAB R©-based software package called SIDPAC [11].
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2 Theoretical Development
Orthogonal Phase-Optimized Multisine Inputs
References [7,8] first presented the orthogonal phase-optimized multisine inputs discussed in this report,
hereafter referred to as multisine inputs. This section summarizes the design of these inputs and discusses
advantages for frequency response estimation leveraged in the following sections. Further discussion and
application of these inputs during flight tests are in Ref. [5] and references therein.
To design a set of multisine inputs, first choose the excitation duration, T , which also defines the funda-
mental frequency 1/T . The frequencies k/T included in the multisine inputs are harmonic multiples of the
fundamental frequency. For frequency response estimation, the excitation duration is a compromise between
meeting operational requirements and achieving adequate frequency resolution.
Next, select harmonics that span the frequency range of interest with the desired frequency resolution,
and define these as the set K. Good modeling results usually necessitate at least two cycles of each frequency,
making 2/T a practical lower limit for the frequencies. If lower frequencies are desired, the excitation duration
should be extended. For designing multiple inputs, divide K into the subsets K1, K2, . . . , Knu where nu is
the number of inputs. Typically, harmonics are assigned in an alternating manner where each input has wide
coverage over the excitation bandwidth. For example, a multiple-input design for a conventional aircraft
might include harmonics 2, 5, . . . , 20 on the rudder; 3, 6, . . . , 21 on the elevator; and 4, 7, . . . , 22 on the
aileron.
Once the harmonics have been assigned to the inputs, each multisine input is assembled as a sum of
sinusoids
uj(t) =
∑
k∈Kj
ak sin
(
2pik
T
t+ φk
)
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , nu (1)
The amplitudes ak are designed according to desired power spectra for each input. A uniform distribution
is often used, where the amplitudes are defined
ak =
Aj√
Mj
, ∀ k ∈ Kj (2)
and where Mj is the number of harmonics in Kj . In this case, each input has a single amplitude Aj ,
which can be designed to achieve adequate response amplitudes and signal-to-noise ratios. The amplitudes
could instead be tailored for specific applications, such as avoiding known structural resonances or reducing
excessive airspeed variation from phugoid excitation. The phase angles φk are optimized for minimum relative
peak factor
RPF(uj) =
max(uj)−min(uj)
2
√
2 rms(uj)
(3)
for each input. This optimization produces an input that excites the aircraft dynamics while keeping the
responses near the flight condition, which is needed for accurate identification of linear models. In SIDPAC,
the mkmsswp routine is used to assemble and optimize the multisine signals.
Multisine inputs are advantageous for frequency response estimation. One benefit is that because they
are composed of harmonic sinusoids, the multisines are mutually orthogonal and therefore can be applied
to multiple inputs simultaneously without correlating the responses. This is in contrast to the traditional
use of frequency sweeps, which must be applied to the control effectors one at a time in sequence. Another
benefit is that multisines result in steady-state response data (after initial transients decay), which is the
information needed to estimate frequency responses. For linear systems, multisines are analogous to the
original sine-dwell inputs used in early experiments for frequency response identification [12], but include
many frequencies on many inputs instead of a single frequency on a single input. Additional benefits of
multisines pertaining to frequency response estimation are discussed in the next section. Lastly, note that
multisines can be designed using no more prior knowledge about the system in question than is needed for
other identification inputs such as multi-steps or frequency sweeps. The cost for using multisine inputs is
that the aircraft must have the capability to add multisines to the control effector commands.
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Frequency Response Estimation
This section summarizes the method for estimating the frequency responses. The aircraft dynamic model
is first postulated and transformed into its Fourier-transform representation. Then it is shown how frequency
responses can be computed when the inputs are the multisines described in the previous section. For more
information on this method and flight test examples, see references [5, 10,13] and the references therein.
Classical frequency responses are defined for linear, time-invariant systems. These systems can be cast
as the state-space model
x˙(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) (4a)
y(t) = C x(t) + D u(t) (4b)
where u is the input, x is the state, y is the output, and the matrices A, B, C, and D are constants. The
model can alternatively be written in the frequency domain as
y(jω) = H(jω) u(jω) (5)
or, using scalar quantities
y1(jω)
y2(jω)
...
yny (jω)
 =

H11(jω) H12(jω) . . . H1nu(jω)
H21(jω) H22(jω) . . . H2nu(jω)
...
...
. . .
...
Hny1(jω) Hny2(jω) . . . Hnynu(jω)


u1(jω)
u2(jω)
...
unu(jω)
 (6)
where
H(jω) =
y(jω)
u(jω)
= C (jω −A)−1 B + D (7)
The (nu×ny) frequency response matrix H(jω) is composed of scalar frequency responses Hij(jω) between
individual pairs of inputs and outputs. The frequency response quantifies the relative steady-state magnitude
and phase of a sinusoid passing through the system as a function of frequency.
In general, each steady-state output contains frequency content from each input. When the inputs are
the multisines described in the previous section, evaluating equation (6) for any output at the harmonic
frequencies
ωk =
2pik
T
, ∀k ∈ Kj (8)
in the jth input reduces this relationship to
yi(jωk) = Hij(jωk)uj(jωk) (9)
because only uj has power at the harmonics in Kj . Equation (9) can then be solved for the remaining
frequency response as
Hij(jωk) =
yi(jωk)
uj(jωk)
, ∀k ∈ Kj (10)
The frequency response is typically viewed in terms of its real and imaginary parts
Hij(jωk) = <{Hij(jωk)}+ ={Hij(jωk)}j (11)
or as a Bode plot with magnitude and phase
Bode magnitude: ‖Hij(jωk)‖ = 20 log10
√
<{Hij(jωk)}2 + ={Hij(jωk)}2 (12a)
Bode phase: ∠Hij(jωk) =
180
pi
arctan
(={Hij(jωk)}
<{Hij(jωk)}
)
(12b)
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Calculating the ratio of Fourier transforms for each input and output pair populates the full frequency
response matrix at the respective frequencies. This concept is illustrated in in figure 1 for a system with
nu = 3, ny = 4, and each Mj = 4. The gray boxes indicate elements of the frequency response matrix
(where the additional third dimension represents frequency) computed using equation (10). In the presence
of feedback, expressions more general than equation (10) are used, but that discussion is outside the scope
of this report.
To transform measured data into the frequency domain, a high-accuracy finite Fourier transform [5,9] can
be used. This method combines the chirp z-transform with cubic interpolation of the measured data, and is
implemented in the SIDPAC routine fint. Alternatively, the finite Fourier transform can be approximated
as an Euler summation, which has been used in real-time applications involving time-varying dynamics
[5, 10,13,14].
There are several advantages to computing frequency responses using equation (10). One benefit is that
because multisines are periodic, the frequency response estimates are unbiased and variances decrease in
proportion to 1/T [10,13,15,16]. References [17,18] demonstrated that equally accurate frequency response
estimates were determined using this method and using CIFER R© with a frequency sweep input. Another
benefit is that the multisines only contain power at a discrete set of frequencies over the bandwidth of interest,
which reduces computational requirements. Because the frequencies are also known, spectral analysis is
unnecessary and simple calculations are used without introducing engineering judgement into the analysis.
As mentioned previously, multisines can excite all inputs in an orthogonal manner so that the full MIMO
frequency response matrix can be computed from a single maneuver.
Reference [2] noted difficulties in accurately computing frequency responses for identification. One cause
of this error was low input power at some frequencies which made frequency response calculations numerically
ill-conditioned. This problem was averted here using multisine inputs by only computing the frequency
responses at the harmonic frequencies included in each input. For other types of inputs where the power
is continuous in frequency but otherwise unknown, spectral estimation techniques can be used but these
require windowing and averaging and therefore longer data records [13]. Another cause was inaccuracies
in the Fourier transforms due to finite data and approximation error. Finite data records are unavoidable;
however, spectral leakage is mitigated by choosing excitation durations sufficiently long and by evaluating
Fourier transforms at the harmonic frequencies where the signal-to-noise ratios are high. The approximation
error was reduced here by using more accurate Fourier transform methods than were used in reference [2].
Output-Error Parameter Estimation
This section summarizes parameter estimation using frequency response data and the output-error ap-
proach, which is a maximum likelihood estimator for when the system dynamics do not include process noise.
This presentation parallels discussion in references [2–5], which provide more detail about the method.
Output error is used here to identify constant model parameters θ contained in H (or equivalently, in
the A, B, C, and D matrices) such that the frequency responses of this model system best match frequency
response data in a statistically optimal way. In this framework, the model for the output fitting variable is
z(jωk) = vec{Hˆ(jωk,θ)}+ v(jωk) (13)
The matrix Hˆ(jωk,θ) is the frequency response matrix computed from the model in equation (5) using a
particular estimate of the model parameters and evaluated at the harmonic frequencies in the multisine.
The vec{.} operator indicates column-wise stacking of the frequency response matrix to form an (nuny × 1)
vector. This step is done only to rearrange the data into a more amenable form for estimation. The error
in the frequency responses v is mostly due to measurement noise on the input and output data [10], and is
assumed to be uncorrelated, Gaussian, and white.
Based on the output definition in equation (13), the residual to be minimized is the complex-valued
frequency response error
ν(jωk) = vec{H(jωk)− Hˆ(jωk, θˆ)} (14)
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where H(jωk) is the frequency response matrix computed from measured data as described in the previous
section. The residual is assumed to be stationary, normally distributed, and spectrally white with
E [ν(jωk)] = 0 (15a)
E
[
ν(jωk)ν
†(jωk)
]
=
1
M
Sνν (15b)
where Sνν is the spectral density of ν(t). Because measurement noise on any particular input or response
data impacts several frequency response estimates, per equation (10), Sνν is assumed to be a fully populated
(nuny × nuny) complex-valued matrix.
Having defined the output and residual, the output-error cost function is the negative log-likelihood
function
J(θ) = M
∑
k∈K
ν(jωk)
† S−1νν ν(jωk) +M ln |Sνν |+M ny ln
( pi
M
)
(16)
The third term is a constant and can be discarded without affecting the estimated parameters and uncer-
tainties. The unknown parameters and the spectral density matrix are the unknowns in the remaining cost
function to be determined. Past experience has shown this estimation problem is not well conditioned if θ
and Sνν are estimated simultaneously, but that convergence can be reliably attained if θ is optimized while
holding Sνν constant, and vice-versa, until both unknowns converge. Optimizing equation (16) with respect
to the spectral density yields
Sˆνν =
∑
k∈K
ν(jωk)ν
†(jωk) (17)
Then with the spectral density held constant, the cost function
J(θ) = M
∑
k∈K
ν(jωk)
† Sˆ−1νν ν(jωk) (18)
can be optimized for the unknown model parameters. This step is typically performed using a Gauss-Newton
optimization having the recursive updates
θˆ = θ0 −M−1 ∂J
∂θ
(19)
from the previous values θ0. In equation (19),
∂J
∂θ
= −2M <
[∑
k∈K
S†(jωk) Sˆ−1νν ν
†(jωk)
]
(20)
is the local cost gradient and
M , E
[
∂2J
∂θ∂θT
]
= 2M <
[∑
k∈K
S†(jωk) Sˆ−1νν S(jωk)
]
(21)
is the Fisher information matrix, and where
S(jωk) =
∂
∂θ
vec{Hˆ(jωk,θ)} (22)
is the output sensitivity matrix. A simplex algorithm can be used if the Gauss-Newton method diverges.
However, good starting values for the optimization can usually be provided by an equation-error analysis or
prior knowledge.
The uncertainties in the parameter estimates are given by the Crame´r-Rao bounds
cov(θˆ) = M−1 (23)
where the square-root of the diagonal terms are the standard errors. Note that the uncertainties depend on
the information matrix. Because the maximum likelihood cost function was used, the estimates determined
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from equations (23) and (21) accurately reflect the uncertainty in the parameter estimates unless other parts
of the theory are violated.
The output-error approach summarized in this section was implemented using the routine fdoe in SID-
PAC. This routine is normally used to match Fourier transforms of output responses. Frequency response
data can instead be fitted by having the file containing the dynamic model output frequency responses at the
frequencies in the multisine inputs. The only code alteration needed is to relax the assumption implemented
in estsvv to enforce uncorrelated residuals.
The estimator developed in this section has been specialized for matching frequency response data. How-
ever, there are other formulations of the output-error approach that are also maximum likelihood estimators.
For instance, output error is normally used to match measured output responses in either the time or fre-
quency domain using the cost function
J(θ) =
1
2
N∑
i=1
[z(ti)− yˆ(ti)]T Rˆ−1 [z(ti)− yˆ(ti)] (24)
or
J(θ) = M
M∑
k=1
[z(jωk)− yˆ(jωk)]† Sˆ−1νν [z(jωk)− yˆ(jωk)] (25)
respectively. In these cases, z and yˆ are the measured and modeled output responses, and R is the mea-
surement noise covariance matrix. When matching Fourier transform data instead of frequency response
data from multisine inputs, it is not necessary to restrict the frequencies to the multisine harmonics and the
frequency points may be chosen arbitrarily. For equation (25), the analysis is again restricted to linear sys-
tems because the Laplace transform is used to compute the output response in the frequency domain [5,13].
Equation (24), however, can be used with arbitrarily nonlinear systems.
Another variation of the maximum likelihood cost function is
J(θ) = M
M∑
k=1
u†(jωk)
[
H(jωk)− Hˆ(jωk)
]†
Sˆ−1νν
[
H(jωk)− Hˆ(jωk)
]
u(jωk) (26)
Fourier transforms of the measured responses are still matched in this case, as in equation (25), but the
measured frequency response data are substituted, as in equation (18). In this way, the input can be viewed
as a weighting function that emphasizes frequency response data at frequencies with larger input excitation.
A different cost function that is traditionally used as a basis for fitting frequency response data is
J(θ) =
20
M
∑
k∈K
vec
{
20 log10|H(jωk)| − 20 log10|Hˆ(jωk,θ)|
}2
+ w
(
180
pi
)2
vec
{
∠H(jωk)− ∠ Hˆ(jωk,θ)
}2
(27)
where the weighting w on the Bode phase component is usually selected to be 0.01745 or similar. This cost
function was originally used in handling qualities analyses where frequency responses of low-order systems
were used to approximate those of higher-order systems [6, 19]. Equation 27 is different than the preceding
maximum likelihood cost functions in equations (16) and (24)–(26) in two main regards. First, the frequency
response is decomposed into the Bode magnitude and phase components, which are real valued rather than
the complex valued. Second, the cost function is not maximum likelihood because of the cost amplification,
the nonlinear transformations needed to compute gain and phase components, and the weighting w. Although
there is typically little impact on the identified model parameter values, there is no theoretical basis to expect
the estimated standard errors to be accurate. This last aspect is discussed later using the simulation example.
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3 Simulation Example
The F-16 Fighting Falcon is a single-seat, single-engine multirole fighter. The wing planform is a cropped
delta shape with swept-back wings that blend into the fuselage. Control surfaces include the stabilator,
ailerons, rudder, leading-edge wing flaps, and speed brakes. One General Electric F110-FE-100 or Pratt &
Whitney F100-PW-220 engine provides the thrust. Figure 2 shows a photograph of an F-16 in flight.
The F-16 nonlinear flight dynamics simulation included in SIDPAC was used to investigate the proposed
method. This simulation includes the nonlinear, rigid-body, six degree of freedom equations of motion for
the aircraft. The aerodynamic model in the simulation is based on wind tunnel tests conducted using a 16%
scale model of the F-16 [20]. However, the angle of attack range was reduced and second-order effects were
removed to make the database more tractable. Nominal mass and geometry properties are given in Table 1.
The nonlinear simulation was trimmed for straight and level flight at 5 deg angle of attack and 10,000 ft
altitude. Trim settings for this flight condition are given in Table 2.
Two multisine inputs with duration T = 40 s were designed for exciting the aileron and rudder control
surfaces. The input bandwidth spanned 0.100–1.575 Hz, which contained the dutch roll and roll subsidence
lateral modes. The power spectra of the inputs, shown in figure 3, was uniform across the input bandwidth.
Each input contained 30 frequencies, which were alternated between the aileron and the rudder to give wide
spectral coverage for both inputs. The input amplitudes were large enough for good signal-to-noise ratios
but small enough for accurate identification using linear models. Time histories of the inputs, constructed
using the parameterization in Table 3, are shown in figure 4. These data also include actuator dynamics [20]
δ
δc
=
20.2
s+ 20.2
(28)
The throttle and stabilator inputs were kept at trim settings for this maneuver and did not contain excitation.
Output data from the nonlinear simulation were sampled at 50 Hz and are shown in figure 5. Only lateral
data, consisting of the sideslip angle, roll and yaw rates, roll and yaw angles, and lateral acceleration, are
shown; longitudinal data were practically constant during the maneuver. Gaussian white noise was added to
the data to simulate sensor measurement noise. Standard deviations for these noise sequences are given in
Table 4, and are representative of manned fighter aircraft instrumented for research flight tests. The lateral
variables exhibited good amplitudes and signal-to-noise ratios for modeling.
The remaining discussion in this section uses simulated flight data from this single maneuver to identify
transfer function coefficients from SISO and then MISO pairs of frequency responses, as well as nondimen-
sional stability and control derivatives from SIMO and then MIMO pairs. This progression of examples can
be visualized as identifying one element of the transfer function matrix, then one row, then one column, and
then the entire matrix. The ability to form smaller, decoupled estimation problems from one maneuver is
due to the orthogonality of the multisine inputs.
SISO Transfer Function Identification
Transfer function models can be used for low-order equivalent system modeling, control design, or to
obtain information about the modes of the system or key parameters. First, consider the identification of a
SISO transfer function model between the rudder input and the lateral accelerometer output, which is an on-
axis response that typically contains useful information about the dutch roll mode. Figure 6 shows the ay/δr
frequency response as a Bode plot. The solid lines were computed using a state-space model obtained by
linearizing the F-16 nonlinear simulation about the trim condition using central finite differences. The open
markers are frequency response data computed using the technique described in section 2 and measurements
from figures 4–5. The frequency response was only computed at the frequencies used for the rudder multisine
(i.e., 0.125, 0.175, . . . , 1.575 Hz) because the rudder had no excitation at other frequencies. These frequency
response data give good resolution on the frequency response and contain only small errors at frequencies
higher than the dutch roll resonance where the signal-to-noise ratios were small.
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The SISO transfer function model
ay(s)
δr(s)
=
b2s
2 + b1s+ b0
s2 + a1s+ a0
(29)
was used for identification. This transfer function models the dutch roll mode and is second order, both
in numerator and denominator. Other model structures did not fit the data well, led to divergence of the
estimator, or could not be determined uniquely. A method for estimating transfer functions in the frequency
domain using the equation-error approach [21] was used to obtain starting values for the unknown coefficients.
The equation-error approach only needed the order of the transfer function numerator and denominator, and
did not require prior information on the values of the coefficients. The resulting model fit to the frequency
response data is shown as the solid markers in figure 6. The model output data fit the frequency response
data from the linearization well. At frequencies higher than the dutch roll resonance where errors were
present in the frequency response data due to low signal-to-noise ratios, the model output matched the
frequency response from the linearization well and rejected the errors.
Identified values and uncertainties for coefficients in equation (29) are listed in Table 5. The b1 parameter
had low sensitivity and resulting in about 26% error. All the other parameters had low standard errors
under 1.2%. The dutch roll frequency and damping computed from the identified transfer function were 2.84
rad/s and 0.124, which were approximately the same as the values 2.84 rad/s and 0.123 obtained from the
linearization. Note that the damping ratio was accurately identified from this data even though the peak
in the frequency response at the dutch roll mode was only coarsely sampled using the frequencies in the
rudder input. Although multiple inputs were applied during this maneuver, this example shows that a SISO
transfer function can accurately be estimated from a subset of data from a MIMO system.
This SISO example was also used to investigate the effect of cost function selection for the output error
estimation. Estimated transfer function coefficients and 2σ error bounds are shown in figure 7 for five runs
where different noise realizations were applied to the measurements. Data from these five runs were fit by
applying output error using four different cost functions. The first set of estimates in figure 7 was for the cost
function in equation (18) that matched frequency responses. The second set corresponded to equation (25),
where Fourier transforms of output responses were fitted. The third set was for equation (26) where output
Fourier transforms were again fitted but with substituted frequency response data. The last set of estimates
used the cost function in equation (27) where Bode magnitude and phase components were fit. In general, the
first three sets of parameter estimates exhibited approximately the same amounts of scatter in the estimates
and the same average standard errors. This was because those cost functions are all for maximum likelihood
estimators and have a theoretical basis for the estimates. In contrast, the last set of estimates had 1.4–3.2
times larger amounts scatter in the estimates and 3.0–10.8 times larger average standard errors than the
first three sets of results. This was because the cost function in equation (27) is not a maximum likelihood
estimator and cannot be expected to provide results of the same accuracy.
MISO Transfer Function Identification
Next, consider the identification of MISO transfer functions from both the rudder and aileron inputs
to the lateral accelerometer output. This is similar to the previous case except that two inputs are now
used, each having distinct frequencies. Bode plots in figure 8 show the ay/δa frequency response and the
ay/δr frequency response, the latter of which was shown previously in figure 6. Each plot shows 30 different
frequencies: the aileron had 0.100, 0.150, . . . , 1.550 Hz whereas the rudder had 0.125, 0.175, . . . , 1.575
Hz. Note that the ay/δa frequency response data contain errors near the zero at 5.45 rad/s due to small
signal-to-noise ratios in that frequency range. Also note that ay/δa is an off-axis response that is significantly
lower in magnitude than the on-axis ay/δr response.
The transfer function model used for identification was
ay(s) =
b3s
3 + b2s
2 + b1s+ b0
s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
δa(s) +
c3s
3 + c2s
2 + c1s+ c0
s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
δr(s) (30)
which is third order in both the numerators and the denominators, and models both the dutch roll and roll
subsidence modes. In the previous example, only a second-order transfer function model, modeling the dutch
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roll mode, could be identified from the SISO data. Other models were again attempted, but this was the one
that best fit the data and had the lowest standard errors. Figure 8 shows the model frequency responses fit
the linearization frequency response curves well, despite the error in the frequency response errors around
the aileron transfer function zero.
The identified transfer function coefficients are again listed in Table 5 with standard errors. The param-
eters b2 and b0 had larger standard errors, but the estimates were generally acceptable. The identified roll
subsidence pole was −2.67 rad/s, which was close to the pole from the linearized model at −2.22 rad/s. Sim-
ilarly, the identified dutch roll frequency and damping were 2.84 rad/s and 0.124, which were approximately
equal to the linearized model with 2.84 rad/s and 0.123, as before. Using both inputs in this example (as
opposed to just the rudder in the previous example) demonstrates identification of the dutch roll and roll
subsidence models using two inputs and one output. Additional parameters were identified in this example
because the estimator was also provided with the aileron information. Identifying these transfer functions
together as a MISO system resulted in better estimates than if the data had been treated as two separate
SISO systems because of the shared denominator. If an on-axis response, such as the p/δa, had been included
instead of the off-axis ay/δa response, the pole for the roll mode would have been closer to the linearization
result.
To investigate errors in the frequency responses due to measurement noise, a separate Monte Carlo
simulation was performed using different realizations of the measurement noise sequences. Figure 9a shows
the ay/δa frequency response, where the open markers are the mean estimates from 10,000 different runs, and
the shaded regions show the ±2σ spread in the estimates. When viewed as a Bode plot, the errors appear
to decrease near the dutch roll mode; however, this decrease is only due to the nonlinear transforms used to
plot the frequency response data as magnitude (in dB) and phase components, as given by equation (12).
The application of this nonlinear transform to generate the Bode plot from the complex-valued frequency
response is also the reason why the mean data for some frequencies in Fig 9a do not appear to fall within the
±2σ scatter. If instead the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response were plotted, as in figure 9b,
the error indicated by the spread of the estimates was roughly constant with frequency. This observation is
important because equations (15b) and (17) assume a white spectral density that is constant in frequency.
When Bode magnitude and phase components are fit, the spectral density of the error is not white and
should be accounted for by other means.
Stability and Control Derivative Estimation
In this example, nondimensional stability and control derivatives in a linear state-space model were
identified from the simulated flight test data. The linear lateral dynamics model was [5, 22]
β˙
p˙− IxzIxx r˙
r˙ − IxzIzz p˙
φ˙
ψ˙
 =

Yβ Yp + sinα0 Yr − cosα0 g cos θ0V0 0
Lβ Lp Lr 0 0
Nβ Np Nr 0 0
0 1 tan θ0 0 0
0 0 sec θ0 0 0


β
p
r
φ
ψ
+

Yδa Yδr
Lδa Lδr
Nδa Nδr
0 0
0 0

[
δa
δr
]
(31)

β
p
r
φ
ψ
ay
 =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
V0
g Yβ
V0
g Yp
V0
g Yr 0 0


β
p
r
φ
ψ
+

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
V0
g Yδa
V0
g Yδr

[
δa
δr
]
(32)
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where the dimensional stability and control derivatives are
Yβ =
q¯0S
mV0
CYβ Yp =
q¯0Sb
2mV 20
CYp Yr =
q¯0Sb
2mV 20
CYr Yδ =
q¯0S
mV0
CYδ (33a)
Lβ =
q¯0Sb
Ixx
Clβ Lp =
q¯0Sb
2
2V0Ixx
Clp Lr =
q¯0Sb
2
2V0Ixx
Clr Lδ =
q¯0Sb
Ixx
Clδ (33b)
Nβ =
q¯0Sb
Izz
Cnβ Np =
q¯0Sb
2
2V0Izz
Cnp Nr =
q¯0Sb
2
2V0Izz
Cnr Nδ =
q¯0Sb
Izz
Cnδ (33c)
First consider the SIMO case where the rudder input and all the lateral outputs are used for modeling.
Since the aileron data were not considered in this example, the aileron control derivatives (e.g., Clδa ) were
not identified. Note that because multisines inputs were used, omitting the aileron data in this estimation
does not significantly impact the accuracy of the remaining stability and control derivatives, similar to the
transfer function examples. On the contrary, initially discarding the aileron input reduces the complexity of
the model and can allow the analyst to focus on the model structure of the state matrix before then including
effects from additional inputs, if sufficient data information is still present.
Frequency responses between the rudder input and the lateral outputs are shown as Bode plots in figure 10.
The equation-error method using frequency-domain data [5] was used to provide starting values of the
stability and control derivatives to the output-error algorithm. The fitted model matched the model obtained
from linearization of the F-16 simulation well, and small errors in the frequency response data were rejected.
Of the output data, the Euler angles had the most amount of error, which was still low, and these data
provided useful information for the estimator. Removing the Euler angle frequency responses from the
available output data slightly increased the parameter uncertainties and slightly altered values for the weaker
parameters Clr and Cnp . Estimated stability and control derivatives with 2σ uncertainties are shown in
figure 11 and listed in Table 6. All parameters had low standard errors and were within statistical agreement
of the linearized model values except for CYp , CYr , and Cnp , which were statistically zero and could have
been removed from the estimation without significantly affecting the other parameters. The estimated model
had the roll subsidence mode at −2.10 rad/s and the dutch roll frequency and damping at 2.85 rad/s and
0.124, which were all approximately equal to the values obtained from the linearization. In general, there
was enough information from using multiple outputs and the state-space model to estimate obtain good
estimates of most of the stability derivatives and modal parameters.
Next, consider now including the aileron data and estimating the full MIMO dynamic system. Frequency
responses, shown in figure 12, matched the true frequency responses very closely, even when the frequency
response data had errors. The stability and control derivative estimates and uncertainties are shown in
figure 13 and listed in Table 6. These estimates were all of excellent quality, and had lower biases and
uncertainties than in the previous SIMO case due to the additional aileron information. Note that if a third
multisine had been designed and applied to the elevator input, longitudinal derivatives could have also been
estimated from this data. Also listed for comparison in Table 6 and shown in figure 13 are the parameter
estimates resulting from a traditional output-error analysis using time domain data and the cost function in
equation (24). In comparison with the traditional output-error estimates, stability and control derivatives
estimated from the frequency response data had similar values and uncertainties.
Many research flight tests can accommodate relatively long excitations for getting fine resolution using
multiple inputs. However, various factors may limit maneuvers to short time durations, which decreases the
number of harmonic frequencies that can be included. To investigate how modeling accuracy degrades as
fewer data points are used for estimation, the previous MIMO frequency response data were progressively
thinned by discarding harmonic frequencies. Figure 14 shows the stability and control derivative estimates as
every 1, 2, 4, and 8 frequencies were used for estimation, or in other words using 30, 15, 8, and 4 frequencies,
respectively. As the modeling data were reduced, the weaker parameters began to change in value and
increase in uncertainty. The output-error algorithm could not converge for this example using fewer than
4 frequencies. In this worst case, estimated parameter values were up to 10% different than using all 30
frequencies, and parameter uncertainties were up to 78% larger. These differences were generally largest for
the damping derivatives, and were lower for the static derivatives and control derivatives. Fits to frequency
responses for this worst case are shown in figure 15. Although the frequency resolution is quite coarse, decent
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parameter estimates were still identified from this data. Estimation results are expected to degrade more
quickly for actual flight test data due to additional sources of uncertainty. The rate and manner in which the
results degrade depend on the dynamic model, specific input(s) and output(s) used, and which frequencies
are retained for the estimation. This observation also applies to when there are many inputs for a given
duration or fewer output measurements because the number of frequencies per input or total frequencies is
reduced.
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4 Flight Test Example
The NASA T-2 aircraft, shown in figure 16, is a 5.5% dynamically-scaled version of a generic commercial
transport aircraft. It has twin jet engines mounted under the wings and retractable tricycle landing gear. The
airplane was equipped with a micro Inertial Navigation System (INS) which provided three-axis translational
accelerometer measurements, angular rate measurements, estimated attitude angles, and Global Positioning
System (GPS) velocity and position. An inertial measurement unit (IMU) gave additional accelerometer and
gyroscope measurements with lower latency. Air data probes attached to booms mounted on each wingtip
measured angle of attack, flank angle, static pressure, and dynamic pressure. Measurements from static
pressure sensors and ambient temperature sensors were used to compute air density and altitude. Engine
speed was measured using a tachometer and used as input to an engine model to compute thrust. The
engine model was identified from ground test data with adjustments for ram drag identified from flight
data. Potentiometers on the rotation axes of the control surfaces measured control surface deflections.
Mass properties were computed based on measured fuel flow, pre-flight weight and balance, and inertia
measurements done on the ground for the aircraft without fuel. Aircraft mass and geometry properties for
the data analyzed in this report are listed in Table 1.
The T-2 aircraft has 16 separate control surfaces. The flight data discussed in this work pertains to the
elevator input, which consisted of the left and right inboard and outboard control surfaces on the horizontal
stabilizer, moved symmetrically as
δe =
1
4
(δelo + δeli + δeri + δero) (34)
The elevator input, parameterized in Table 7, was designed for a T = 10 s duration and included 7 frequencies
between 0.3–2.1 Hz, in 0.3 Hz increments. The power spectrum of this input was tailored to emphasize the
short period mode near 1 Hz. The multisines were added to inputs from the pilot and flight control system,
just before the actuator position and rate limiters. For the maneuvers discussed, the T-2 was flown open loop
without a control system running. The pilot was instructed capture the flight condition and then initiate
the automated multisine inputs while keeping stick inputs to a minimum, preferably of low amplitude and
frequency.
The aircraft was trimmed for straight and level flight at a nominal condition, described in Table 2, and
five repeated maneuvers with this input were performed. Measurements for longitudinal modeling variables
for one of these maneuvers is shown in figure 17. The data show relatively small perturbations from the
flight condition with low noise and turbulence levels. Data for the other four maneuvers were similar.
Measurements were corrected to the aircraft center of mass and a data compatibility analysis was per-
formed to remove measurement biases, scale factors, and time delays [5]. Afterwards, nondimensional sta-
bility and control derivatives were identified using the short period approximation [5, 22] α˙q˙
θ˙
 =
 Zα − T0 sinα0m 1 + Zq − gV0Mα Mq 0
0 1 0
 αq
θ
+
 ZδeMδe
0
 δe (35)

α
q
θ
az
 =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
V0
g Zα
V0
g Zq 0

 αq
θ
+

0
0
0
V0
g Zδe
 δe (36)
where the dimensional stability and control derivatives are defined
Zα =
q¯0S
mV0
CZα Zq =
q¯0Sc¯
2mV 20
CZq Zδ =
q¯0S
mV0
CZδ (37a)
Mα =
q¯0S
mV0
Cmα Mq =
q¯0Sc¯
2mV 20
Cmq Mδ =
q¯0S
mV0
Cmδ (37b)
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The derivative CZq , which is typically a weak parameter, was not estimated due to low sensitivities that
resulted in poor estimation results.
Identified frequency responses are shown in figure 18. The open markers are the frequency response
data, estimated from the observed data at the multisine frequencies. The solid markers are the fits to these
data using the short period state-space model. The solid lines are the frequency responses computed from a
separate estimation of the short period model using the traditional output-error approach with time-domain
data [5]. The traditional output-error method used the same data and model structure, except for additional
biases needed in the state and output equations. Also, the time-domain output-error uncertainty estimates
were corrected for colored residuals [5]. Similar to the simulation results discussed in the previous section,
the identified frequency response model matched the frequency response data well. This was due to small
errors in the frequency response data and the added information from the multiple-output state-space model.
Model fits for the other maneuvers were similar. Note that good estimates were obtained from flight test
data using a fraction of the outputs and frequencies used in the F-16 lateral simulation examples.
Nondimensional stability and control derivative estimates for the five repeated maneuvers are shown in
figure 19 for both the frequency response method and the traditional output-error method. Generally, both
sets of estimates were in statistical agreement with each other for the five maneuvers and were of good
quality. Estimates using the traditional time-domain output error had scatter 1.1–2.9 times larger than
those determined using frequency-response data, and average standard errors 1.2–1.9 times larger. This
observation demonstrates that the frequency response estimates of the parameter uncertainty are accurate
and do not require further corrections to reflect scatter in repeated experiments. It also shows that the
frequency response estimates of uncertainty are slightly smaller than those obtained from the traditional
time-domain output-error method, for this data.
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5 Conclusions
In this report, a method was presented for estimating parameters in dynamic models by fitting empirical
frequency response data using the output-error approach. Frequency response data was computed using a
simple but accurate method from flight test experiments where the inputs were orthogonal phase-optimized
multisines. A nonlinear F-16 simulation and flight test data for the NASA T-2 subscale aircraft were used
to demonstrate the method and investigate its characteristics.
The estimation method performed well and is a good alternative choice for performing aircraft system
identification. For the simulation and flight test examples discussed, the estimation results compared well
with those determined using a traditional output-error analysis matching time-domain response data. Esti-
mates converged quickly and iterations required little computational time because the equations of motion
were not being solved, as in other formulations of the output error. The main drawbacks of the approach
discussed in reference [2] were avoided by leveraging more advanced techniques for designing experiments,
transforming data into the frequency domain, and computing frequency responses.
One limitation of the approach is that it is restricted to linear systems. This is because the frequency
responses sought are only defined for linear systems, and because any application of the output-error approach
with frequency-domain data uses the Laplace transform, which requires the system to be linear. However,
this restriction is expected to be mild because determining linear models is the objective for many aircraft
system identification efforts. Another potential drawback is that the aircraft must be equipped to add
the orthogonal phase-optimized multisines to the input command path. For modern aircraft having flight
control computers, such as in many research programs, this requirement is met with small changes to the
flight software.
The main findings of this report are the following:
• Model parameters in transfer function or linear state-space models can be accurately estimated by
fitting dynamic models to frequency response data directly computed using flight data generated from
orthogonal phase-optimized multisine inputs.
• The estimated uncertainties of the model parameters are accurate and do not require correction to
match observed scatter from repeated experiments.
• Errors in the computed frequency response data at low signal-to-noise ratios are mitigated by the
information added from using a parametric model.
• Available data for different inputs, outputs, and harmonic frequencies can be arbitrarily included in or
excluded from the estimation.
• This method can produce useful results even with a relatively low number of data points, i.e. inputs,
outputs, and harmonic frequencies.
It was also found that estimation results were similar using other maximum likelihood estimators matching
measured responses or Fourier transforms. This observation was consistent with the theory from which each
of those estimators was developed. Model parameters and uncertainties were also more accurately estimated
from the same frequency response data using maximum likelihood estimators than for other cost functions
traditionally used in frequency response estimation. Frequency responses were not estimated and compared
using spectral methods because a previous study using CIFER R© showed the frequency response estimates
were approximately equal in accuracy.
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Tables
Table 1: Mass and geometry properties for the F-16 simulation and T-2 aircraft.
Parameter Unit F-16 T-2
S ft2 300 5.90
b ft 30 6.85
c¯ ft 11.32 0.92
xref ft 0.35c¯ 0.25c¯
yref ft 0 0
zref ft 0 0
xcm ft 0.25c¯ 4.70
ycm ft 0 0
zcm ft 0 0.95
m slug 637 1.60
Ixx slug-ft
2 9496 1.18
Iyy slug-ft
2 55814 4.65
Izz slug-ft
2 63100 5.58
Ixz slug-ft
2 982 0.21
Table 2: Trimmed flight conditions for the F-16 and T-2 maneuvers.
Parameter Unit F-16 T-2
V0 ft/s 450 133
β0 deg 0.0 0.6
α0 deg 5.0 4.8
h0 ft 10000 1400
δt0 — 0.20 0.30
δs0 or δe0 deg −4.51 −0.76
δa0 deg 0.00 −0.04
δr0 deg 0.00 −0.17
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Table 3: Multisine design for the F-16 simulation maneuver, T = 40 s.
Aileron, δa Rudder, δr
RPF = 1.04 RPF = 1.07
ak, deg k φk, rad ak, deg k φk, rad
0.1826 4 −1.0442 0.2739 5 +2.2393
0.1826 6 −2.1857 0.2739 7 +0.1809
0.1826 8 +0.6020 0.2739 9 +0.4062
0.1826 10 +0.1859 0.2739 11 −2.4330
0.1826 12 −0.8314 0.2739 13 −1.8304
0.1826 14 +1.4529 0.2739 15 −1.4363
0.1826 16 +1.9818 0.2739 17 +1.3831
0.1826 18 +1.0916 0.2739 19 −0.0650
0.1826 20 +2.0659 0.2739 21 −0.0797
0.1826 22 −1.9966 0.2739 23 −2.8919
0.1826 24 −1.8053 0.2739 25 −1.2769
0.1826 26 +2.3068 0.2739 27 +0.1716
0.1826 28 −1.7407 0.2739 29 −1.5507
0.1826 30 +2.2828 0.2739 31 −2.8919
0.1826 32 +1.1945 0.2739 33 +2.8230
0.1826 34 +0.1751 0.2739 35 +1.1867
0.1826 36 +2.9931 0.2739 37 +2.7866
0.1826 38 −1.7521 0.2739 39 +2.6857
0.1826 40 −2.1449 0.2739 41 +1.5266
0.1826 42 −0.9138 0.2739 43 +2.4504
0.1826 44 +2.6996 0.2739 45 −2.8902
0.1826 46 −2.2389 0.2739 47 −2.8007
0.1826 48 +3.0525 0.2739 49 −1.4081
0.1826 50 −2.5025 0.2739 51 +0.5124
0.1826 52 +2.5351 0.2739 53 −3.1279
0.1826 54 −0.3932 0.2739 55 +0.2328
0.1826 56 +2.1328 0.2739 57 −2.1304
0.1826 58 +2.6124 0.2739 59 +2.0455
0.1826 60 −2.1329 0.2739 61 −2.1648
0.1826 62 +1.1145 0.2739 63 +2.4025
Table 4: Measurement noise values for the F-16 simulation maneuver.
Parameter Unit Standard deviation
V ft/s 0.2500
β, α deg 0.0270
p, q, r deg/s 0.1900
φ, θ, ψ deg 0.0100
ax, ay, az g 0.0025
δs, δa, δr deg 0.0290
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Table 5: Estimated SISO and MISO transfer function parameters and standard errors for the F-16
simulation maneuver.
Case Parameter Estimate Standard error
SISO
a1 0.706 0.0046
a0 8.09 0.0140
b2 0.426 0.0049
b1 0.0532 0.0140
b0 −4.67 0.0564
MISO
a2 3.37 0.3760
a1 9.97 0.2641
a0 21.6 3.0300
b3 0.153 0.0108
b2 0.0974 0.0371
b1 4.50 0.2139
b0 4.44 0.9639
c3 0.429 0.0058
c2 1.18 0.1617
c1 −4.50 0.0847
c0 −12.5 1.7640
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Table 6: Estimated SIMO and MIMO stability and control derivatives with standard errors for the
F-16 simulation maneuver.
Parameter Linearization SIMO MIMO Traditional output error
CYβ −1.15 −1.13 −1.15 −1.14
±0.0586 ±0.0036 ±0.0042
CYp 0.110 0.262 0.132 0.112
±0.3913 ±0.0111 ±0.0131
CYr 0.958 1.26 1.00 1.08
±0.8579 ±0.0410 ±0.1130
CYδa 0.0602 — 0.0624 0.0587
— ±0.0022 ±0.0025
CYδr 0.164 0.163 0.163 0.165±0.0017 ±0.0015 ±0.0019
Clβ −0.138 −0.137 −0.138 −0.138
±0.0039 ±0.0003 ±0.0002
Clp −0.420 −0.409 −0.421 −0.420
±0.0258 ±0.0010 ±0.0007
Clr 0.113 0.136 0.114 0.109
±0.0569 ±0.0033 ±0.0012
Clδa −0.149 — −0.149 −0.149
— ±0.0003 ±0.0002
Clδr 0.0267 0.0270 0.0273 0.0266±0.0001 ±0.0001 ±0.0001
Cnβ 0.261 0.266 0.261 0.262
±0.0049 ±0.0002 ±0.0002
Cnp −0.0162 0.0139 −0.0154 −0.0139
±0.0331 ±0.0008 ±0.0007
Cnr −0.422 −0.364 −0.430 −0.428
±0.0745 ±0.0025 ±0.0021
Cnδa −0.0281 — −0.0284 −0.0279
— ±0.0002 ±0.0002
Cnδr −0.0921 −0.0916 −0.0918 −0.0920±0.0002 ±0.0002 ±0.0001
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Table 7: Multisine design for the T-2 maneuvers, T = 10 s.
Elevator, δe
RPF = 1.03
ak, deg k φk, rad
0.3162 3 +2.9478
0.3873 6 +0.6008
0.4472 9 −2.6991
0.4472 12 −1.6517
0.3873 15 +2.6902
0.3162 18 +2.0873
0.3162 21 −2.8619
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Figures
Figure 1: Frequency response matrix for a system with 3 inputs and 4 outputs, excited by multisines
with 4 frequencies each; gray shading indicates computed elements.
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Figure 2: F-16 aircraft in flight (credit: NASA Langley Research Center).
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Figure 3: Multisine input power spectra for the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 4: Control deflection time histories for the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 5: Measured lateral response data for the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 6: Bode plot of the SISO rudder to lateral accelerometer frequency response for the F-16
simulation maneuver.
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Figure 7: Parameter estimates from the SISO rudder to lateral accelerometer frequency response
using different optimization cost functions and the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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(a) aileron to lateral accelerometer.
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Figure 8: Bode plots of the MISO frequency responses for the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 9: Effect of measurement noise on aileron to lateral accelerometer frequency response estimates
using the F-16 simulation maneuver and 10,000 runs with different noise sequences.
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Figure 10: Bode plots of the SIMO rudder frequency responses using the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 11: Parameter estimates from the SIMO rudder frequency responses using the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 12: Bode plots of the MIMO frequency responses using the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 12: Concluded.
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Figure 13: Parameter estimates from the MIMO frequency responses and traditional output error using the F-16 simulation maneuver.
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Figure 14: Variation of parameter estimates from the MIMO frequency responses with number of frequencies using the F-16 simulation maneu-
ver.
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Figure 15: Bode plots of the MIMO frequency responses with 4 frequencies using the F-16 simulation
maneuver.
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Figure 15: Concluded.
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Figure 16: NASA T-2 aircraft in flight (credit: NASA Langley Research Center).
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Figure 17: Measured longitudinal data for one T-2 flight test maneuver.
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Figure 18: Bode plots of the elevator frequency responses using one T-2 flight test maneuver.
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Figure 19: Parameter estimates from the MIMO frequency responses and traditional output error
using repeated T-2 flight test maneuvers.
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